Activities To Go

TEENS

Challenge yourself to complete these fun scavenger hunts!

**Photo Scavenger Hunt** *(If desired share on social media and tag the Library.)*

Check a box when you take a picture of:

- Your favorite place (in your home or outside the house is up to you)
- Your favorite book/video game/album art/media
- Something you’ve made
- Representing a hobby of yours
- Something you collect
- Yourself at a park (or just outside)
- Local wildlife or your pet(s)
- What you are currently reading
- Something common from an unusual angle
- A gift that meant a lot to you
- Something that made you laugh
- Photo of your favorite mode of transportation

**Reading Scavenger Hunt**

Check a box each time you read a book that fits the following categories:

- Read a book to learn a new skill
- Read a book that wouldn’t normally interest you
- Read a nonfiction book
- Read a graphic novel
- Reread your favorite book
- Read a book recommended by a friend or family member
- Read a book recommended by a librarian
- Read the first book in a series
- Read a last book in a series
- Read a book where you think you won’t identify with the protagonist
- Read a book with a character experiencing something you are going through
- Read a new author in your favorite genre